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Athletes usually take nutritional supplements and perform the specialized training to improve the performance of sport. A quick
assessment of their athletic status will help to understand the current physical function of athletes’ status and the effect of nutritional
supplementation. Human urine, as one of the most important body indicators, is composed of many metabolites, which can provide
effective monitoring information for physical conditions. In this study, temperature-dependent near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS)
technology was used to collect the spectra of athlete’s urine for evaluating the feasibility of rapidly detecting the exercise state of the
basketball player. To obtain the detection results accurately, several chemometrics methods including principal component analysis
(PCA), variables selectionmethod of variable importance in projection (VIP), continuous 1Dwavelet transform (CWT), and partial least
square-discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) were employed to develop a classifier to distinguish the physical status of athletes. )e optimal
classifying results were obtained by wavelet-PLS-DA classifier, whose average precision, sensitivity, and specificity are all above 0.95, and
the overall accuracy of all samples is 0.97.)ese results demonstrate that temperature-dependent NIRS can be used to rapidly assess the
physical function of athlete’s status and the effect of nutritional supplementation is feasible. It can be believed that temperature-
dependent NIR spectroscopy will obtain applications more widely in the future.

1. Introduction

To achieve a high level of athletic performance, hard
trainings and reasonable dietary nutritional supplements
are necessary. However, up to now, there is no rapid
monitoring method to assess the exercise state of athlete
and the effect of nutritional supplementation. Conse-
quently, it usually leads to the over or under training for
athlete and affects the performance and physical health of
athlete [1]. )erefore, it is necessary to develop a new
technology to accurately assess the exercise state and
physical function of athletes. )is will provide scientific
training guidance and scientific information of nutritional
supplements for athletes.

Body metabolites contain a variety of primary and
secondary metabolites, which can reflect athlete’s physical
function and state and provide the most intuitive infor-
mation for human health and exercise states [2]. Urine of

human body is one of the most important outputs composed
of many metabolites. It has been widely used for assessment
of human health and disease diagnosis, and it will help to
quickly understand the body’s physical function and nu-
tritional diet [3, 4]. Creatine, as an auxiliary nutritional
supplement, will be metabolized and decomposed after
consumption and eventually be eliminated from the body by
urination [5]. )erefore, urine can be used as an analytical
test to assess whether the athlete takes the sport’s supple-
ment creatine. Traditional methods of detecting the sup-
plement creatine usually have the disadvantages of complex
sample preparation, being time-consuming, and the need to
use toxic and harmful reagents [6–8], which cannot meet the
needs of rapid and accurate detection. )erefore, it is
necessary to develop a new technology to rapid detect the
status of basketball player before and after taking creatine.

Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is known as a fast
and nondestructive analysis technology in the wavelength
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range of 780–2500 nm. NIRS has been widely applied in
food, agriculture, biology, and chemistry fields [9–14]. At
present, many researchers have used NIRS to qualita-
tively and quantitatively analyze the metabolites of ath-
letes in sports medicine fields, such as quantitative
determination of glucose content in urine [15, 16], rapid
detection, and analysis of trace protein in urine [17].
However, the lack of the spectral information greatly
limits the application broad of NIRS [18]. To solve this
problem, temperature-dependent near-infrared spec-
troscopy technology was proposed [19], which added the
information of temperature into spectral dataset. )us,
more useful spectral information about temperature
influence on analytes can be used to construct the
multivariate model. As a new type of spectroscopy
technology, a few applications have been applied and
good analytical results were also obtained [20, 21].
Compared with traditional NIRS technology, tempera-
ture-dependent NIRS technology can effectively increase
the amount of spectral information and help improve the
accuracy and stability of calibration model.

Spectral data, especially temperature-dependent near-
infrared (NIR) spectra data, is a kind of high-dimensional
data, containing mass spectral information. )erefore,
development of multivariate calibration model is usually
required for dimensional reduction, denoising operation,
variables selection, and vector projection [22]. )e
commonly used method for dimensional reduction is
principal component analysis (PCA) method [23], which
can be effective in extracting several principal components
from high-dimensional spectra data and reducing the
dimension of spectra data. In this paper, temperature-
dependent NIRS with a temperature dimension that has
one more dimension than that of traditional spectral
dataset. Hence, suitable chemometrics method is neces-
sary to process these high-dimensional spectral data. In
addition to the PCA, the classic partial least squares
discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) model was also consid-
ered to discriminate the pre- and postexcise group [24].
Additionally, another two analysis methods of variable
importance in projection (VIP) [25] and continuous
wavelet transform (CWT) [26, 27] were also introduced to
further improve the classifying performance of the cali-
bration model.

)e main research objective of this study is to verify
the feasibility of applying temperature-controlled NIRS
technology to quickly discriminant analysis of pre- and
postexercise states of basketball players after eating cre-
atine. )e specific goals are as follows: (1) collecting NIR
data of urine samples at a series of temperature condi-
tions; (2) making the preliminary spectral exploration
with varying temperatures and sample’s visualization of
spectral data using PCA algorithm; (3) constructing the
multivariate calibration classifiers between NIRS dataset
and exercise state using PLS-DA algorithm; (4) identifying
the optimal variables and enhancing the resolution of
spectra using VIP and CWT algorithms; (5) comparing
performances of all classifiers and identifying the best
detection classifier.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Collection and Preparation. 15 male basketball
players at the age range of 18 to 23 (weight range of 75± 5 kg)
from Wenzhou Medical University were convened for this
experimental trials. Participants were interviewed to obtain
body information including drug intake, nutritional sup-
plements, past medical diseases, and anthropometric data.
All participants agreed to participate in the study and signed
the informed consent.

Before the urine collection, all athletes are required to
write down the dietary information on the day of urine
collection and to drink 100ml of water 3 hours before
urine collection and underwent 48 hours without exercise.
In this experiment, all athletes will have their urine col-
lected twice before and after the specialized exercise. 15ml
urine sample was first collected before training. All ath-
letes will take 1.5 g creatine before training and then train
for 120 minutes, and the other 15ml urine sample will be
collected after 5 minutes of rest. When the collection of
urine was finished, all urine samples were bottled into
15ml centrifuge tubes and immediately refrigerated at
−20°C for future use.

2.2. Collection Temperature-Dependent NIRS Data. )e
collection of temperature-dependent NIRS data from 4000
to 12000 cm−1 was performed on a Vertex 70 spectrometer
(Bruker Optics Inc., Ettlingen, Germany). )e temperature
control equipment used in this study is the 2216e temper-
ature controller (Bruker Optics Inc., Ettlingen, Germany),
which can provide a precision temperature (±0.1°C). In this
study, the temperature range of this experiment is from 20°C
to 50°C with a step of 5°C, and the urine will be kept in the
condition of 7 temperature points orderly from low to high.
To increase the ratio of signal to noise and reduce the
random errors, three spectra of each urine samples with scan
number 64 were collected at each temperature. Finally, the
NIR matrix 210×with 2074 columns and 210 rows were
obtained for analysis.

2.3. Multivariate Analysis Methods and Model Evaluation

2.3.1. Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Principal
component analysis (PCA) is one of the most used methods
in chemometrics. It is usually implemented to reduce the
dimensionality of dataset and provide the score plot for
visualizing the distribution of samples [28]. As a commonly
used exploratory method, PCA can make the primary
evaluation of similarity between samples’ classes. )e main
principal of PCA is to convert a set of correlated variables
into several linearly independent principal components
(PCs) using orthogonal transformation [29]. As a result, the
dimensionality of dataset is greatly reduced through PCA
analysis.

2.3.2. Classification Algorithm. )e classical linear classi-
fication method of PLS-DA algorithm was applied in this
study. )e main principle of PLS-DA is to extract several
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latent variables (LVs), which are the linear combination
of the original variables from the independent variables in
the format of matrix X. )en the relationship between
independent variables X and dependent variables Y is
established and the prediction value of each sample is
obtained by this developed relationship. To achieve
sample classification, class of each sample is determined
according to the threshold value of class which is cal-
culated and identified by Bayesian statistics [24]. Finally,
the class of all samples is identified using PLS-DA
classifier.

2.3.3. CWTand VIP Methods. To enhance the resolution of
spectral, remove the noise/uninformative variables, and
improve the performance of calibration model, continuous
1D wavelet transform (CWT) was applied in this paper [30].
During the implement, “Sym2” wavelet filter and the scale
parameter 20 were used to process the NIRS data. As known
that there are many redundant and uninformative variables
involved in the spectral matrix that will lead to the poor
performance of the calibration model. To solve this issue,
variable selection was commonly used to identify the op-
timal variables prior to establishing the multivariate model.
In this study, variable importance in projection (VIP) was
considered to select the optimal variables. During the
processing stage of VIP, V value that reflects the contri-
bution of each variable was calculated based on the PLS
regression to identify the optimal variable [31]. Finally, those
optimal variables with V value larger than 1 were eventually
selected.

2.3.4. Model’s Evaluation. In this study, four evaluation
parameters, namely, sensitivity, specificity, precision, and
accuracy, are used to evaluate the performance of the
classification model. )ey can accurately and objectively
evaluate the performance of PLS-DA classification model. A
classification model with good performance should have the
high value of sensitivity, specificity, precision, and accuracy
[24, 32]. All algorithms and calculations are carried out in
theMATLAB 2015b environment ()eMathWorks, Natick,
USA).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Spectral Profile Analysis. In this study, temperature-
dependent NIRS data of basketball players’ urine were
collected in temperature ranges from 20 to 50 degrees
Celsius in steps of 5. )e corresponding spectral profiles
are shown in Figure 1, where the average spectral curves
of the seven temperatures are collected before and after
the basketball players’ exercise. It can be found that there
are several obvious absorption peaks at 7800 cm−1,
9300 cm−1, and 10800 cm−1, which may be caused by
function groups of C-H, H-O, N-H, and C-O band in
water, glucose, and protein from the urine [2]. Obviously,
there is no significant difference in spectral profiles be-
tween before and after exercise of basketball player by
eye-naked judgement. On the consideration of spectral

intensity, it can be found that the spectral intensity
generally shows a downward trend with increasing
temperature except for the spectra of 30°C. Besides, with
increasing temperature of urine sample, the spectral in-
tensity at 11250 cm−1 is bizarre and decreases with big
jump at low temperature (20°C, 25°C, and 30°C) but small
slope at high. )e possible reason is that the substances in
urine from 25°C to 30°C have been changed. On the other
hand, although the spectral intensity decreases with the
temperature, it is difficult to fit using linear functions.
Based on the above analysis, it can be found that it is hard
to directly distinguish the samples before and after
training only by observing the intensity of spectral curve.
)erefore, multivariate calibration model will be applied
in the subsequent analysis to further analyze the spectral
dataset.

3.2. PCAof Temperature-DependentNIRSData. Prior to the
calibrating analysis, it is recommended to explore the
structure of spectral dataset. In this study, the effective
statistical method of PCA was used to explore and vi-
sualize the space distribution of samples by extracting
several new principal components from high-dimen-
sional dataset. PCA was firstly performed on the tem-
perature-dependent NIRS dataset to plot the score scatter
of samples and observe the sample’s distribution.
Figure 2(a) shows the PCA score plots of 210 urine
spectral samples collected from before and after training.
It is clear that PC1 and PC2 account for 92.94% and 6.48%
contributions to the original spectra, respectively, and the
total cumulative variance contributes close to 99.42%.
However, the samples from before and after training were
still overlapped in these two-dimensional space, which
indicated that the urine samples from before and after
training were difficult to separate based on first two PCs.
To further explore the distribution of samples, 210
samples coming from different temperature of 20°C–50°C
were considered.

Taking a close observation on Figure 2(b), it shows the
distribution of samples with some linear relationship at
the same temperature. In addition, with rising of the
temperature of urine sample, samples are distributed
from the lower right to the upper left except for 30°C.
Moreover, there is no sample overlapped among different
temperatures. )ese indicate that the temperature will
significantly affect the NIRS response signals of urine
samples. But PCA is an unsupervised method and cannot
accurately distinguish the categories of urine samples.
)e possible reason is that the change of substances
composition in urine before and after exercise is small,
and the unsupervised principal component analysis
method cannot fully exhibit this change only using
several PCs. As a result, PCA failed to accurately dis-
tinguish these samples that belong to two classes. To solve
this issue, more information needed to be mined from
NIRS data, and the classic PLS-DA classification model
will be performed to construct the classification model.
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3.3. PLS-DA Model Based on Full and CWT Variables.
Based on the above analysis, the unsupervised PCA method
cannot directly distinguish urine samples from the class of
before and after training. )erefore the multivariate mod-
eling method of PLS-DA was used to create the classification
model. Prior to establishing the PLS-DAmodel, 210 samples
were randomly divided into the calibration set and pre-
diction set with the ratio of 2 :1. )en the classification
model was established based on the calibration set, and the
number of latent variables (LVs) involved in PLS-DA model
was optimized using 10-fold cross-validation and was de-
termined at the lowest root mean square error of cross-
validation (RMSECV). )e specifically calculated results are
shown in Table 1.

First of all, PLS-DA classification model was established
based on the full variables of raw spectra to distinguish the urine
sample. In Table 1, it can be seen that the values of sensitivity,
specificity, and precision in calibration set are all 100%.
However, the result of validation and prediction set is lower
than that in the calibration set. For urine samples from the
before-training group, the precision, sensitivity, and specificity
in prediction set are 0.78, 0.82, and 0.71, respectively; mean-
while, the after-training group is 0.76, 0.71, and 0.82, and the
overall classification accuracy of all samples is 0.77. )is result
indicates that it is possible to rapidly detect the athletic state of
athlete using NIRS technology. To further improve the per-
formance of classification model, continuous 1D wavelet
transform was proposed to transform the temperature-
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Figure 1: Average spectrum of basketball player’s urine with different temperature measurements. (a) Before exercise; (b) after exercise.
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Figure 2: Two-dimensional PCA and 2D-PCA analysis maps for the two classes of urine samples. (a) PCA plots of 210 urine spectral
samples at 20°C. (b) PCA plots of urine samples at different temperature.
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dependent NIRS dataset, and this would help improve the
resolution of spectra.)en the PLS-DA classificationmodel was
built as in the previous step, and its performance was compared
with the full-variables-based PLS-DA model. In Table 1, it can
be found that the precision, sensitivity, and specificity of class 1
(labelled “before training”) and class 2 (labelled “after training”)
in prediction set are 0.95, 1.00, and 0.94 and 1.00, 0.94, and 1.00,
and the overall accuracy reached 0.97. Obviously, the perfor-
mance of PLS-DA classification model has been significantly
improved compared to that of full-variables-based PLS-DA
model. )e result shows that the continuous 1D wavelet
transform (CWT) is an effective way to enhance the resolution
and further improve the accuracy of model.

3.4. PLS-DAModel Based on Optimal Variables. Although a
high classification accuracy has been obtained by the CWT-
PLS-DA model, the calculating process of these models is
complex due to too many variables involved in the calcu-
lation model. Moreover, it is known that there are many
irrelevant, collinear, and redundant variables in spectral data
which will lead to poor performance of classification model.
)erefore, it is necessary to hunt suitable variable selection
algorithms to identify a few important variables before
establishing PLS-DA classification model [33]. Employ-
ments of variable selections not only help reduce the di-
mensionality of spectral data and the complexity of
computation but also improve the accuracy and robustness
of the model. For this reason, classic variable selection al-
gorithm VIP was applied on raw spectra data and the
spectral data processed by continuous 1D wavelet transform
algorithm.

Results of variables selection through VIP are shown
in Figure 3. According to the criterion of VIP algorithm,
those variables will be selected as the optimal variables
whose VIP is larger than 1. )erefore, variables above the
bold black line in Figure 3 are selected as optimal vari-
ables. Specifically, 604 and 483 feature variables were
identified from raw spectrum and wavelet-transformed
spectrum. Compared with 2074 full variables, the number
of variables was decreased by 70.87% and 76.71%, and the
dimension of the spectra had been greatly decreased.
When the variables selection was completed, those feature
variables that contained the most useful information

related to urine of basketball player were used to construct
the PLS-DA classification model and the corresponding
results were shown in Table 1. It can be seen that the
performance of VIP-PLS-DA model in terms of the model
precision (0.78 versus 0.88 and 0.76 versus 0.86), sensi-
tivity (0.82 versus 0.90 and 0.71 versus 0.83), and speci-
ficity (0.71 versus 0.83 and 0.82 versus 0.90) has been
improved when compared with FULL-PLS-DA model.
)e possible reason for this improvement is that the
unrelated variables may be deleted by VIP algorithm and
the model becomes more stable and accurate. However,
the opposite result was obtained when the wavelet-VIP-
PLS-DA model was considered compared with FULL-
PLS-DA model.

Specifically, there are no significant differences between
performances of these PLS-DA models in class 2, but the
performance for class 1 is worse than FULL-PLS-DA model.
It demonstrates that although the continuous 1Dwavelet can
improve the performance of PLS-DA, the subsequent var-
iable selection may not be suitable when the spectral data
was transformed by continuous 1D wavelet. )erefore, only
CWTpretreatment is the better way to analyze NIRS data. In
addition, it can be found that there are many noise variables
in the range of 4000–5400 cm−1 and 6500–7200 cm−1 in
Figure 3(a), which are contrary to the characteristic of
continuous spectrum. To eliminate the effect of those noise
variables, we also performed the calculation only using the
variables from the range of 11600–12000 cm−1 and
5400 cm−1–6500 cm−1, and the overall accuracy is about
0.85, which is consistent with the VIP-PLS-DA model. )is
means those unstable variables in the range of
4000–5400 cm−1 and 6500–7200 cm−1 do not work or even
negatively affect the PLS-DA classification model.

When all classification models, including FULL-PLS-
DA, VIP-PLS-DA, wavelet-PLS-DA, and wavelet-VIP-PLS-
DA, are considered and compared, the best classification
model is wavelet-PLS-DA, whose the overall accuracy rea-
ches 0.97, and the better one is VIP-PLS-DA model. )e
worst one is the wavelet-VIP-PLS-DA model with accuracy
of 0.77. )ese results demonstrate that it is feasible to use
multivariate calibration model and NIRS data to determine
the exercise status of athlete. In this primary study, there is
still a lot of work that needs to be further improved and

Table 1: Classification results of PLS-DA model based on raw variables, optimal variables selected from raw spectra, and optimal variables
from CWT spectra.

Model Methods LVs1 Class
Calibration Validation Prediction

Pre2 Sen3 Spe4 Pre Sen Spe Pre Sen Spe

PLS-DA

— 7 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.71 0.83 0.69 0.78 0.82 0.71
2 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.69 0.83 0.76 0.71 0.82

VIP 5 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.91 0.89 0.88 0.90 0.83
2 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.89 0.91 0.86 0.83 0.90

Wavelet 8 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.95 1.00 0.94
2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.94 1.00

Wavelet-VIP 9 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.86 0.86 0.82 0.66 0.81 0.75
2 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.82 0.86 0.87 0.75 0.81

Notes: 1: latent variables; 2: precision; 3: sensitivity; 4: specificity.
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supplemented, such as more exercise types, more nutritional
supplements, more reasonable experimental designs, and
more effective analysis methods.

4. Conclusion

In this study, the urine samples of basketball players were
collected from before- and after-training groups and were
measured using NIRS technology, coupled with the newly
proposed temperature-dependent approach in the temperature
range of 20°C to 50°C with step of 5°C to collect the NIRS data.
To distinguish the exercise state of athletes, the classic linear
classification method PLS-DA was established based on the
processed variables that were preprocessed by CWT, VIP, and
their combinations. Comprehensively, comparing perfor-
mances of all PLS-DA models, CWT-PLS-DA has the best
performancewhose average precision, sensitivity, and specificity
in prediction set are 0.98, 0.97, and 0.97, respectively.)e result
indicates that temperature-dependent NIRS is a potential
technique to accurately assess the exercise status of athletes and
will help optimize the amount of training and nutritional
supplements for athletes in the further.
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